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Phase-locking
In order for REDRAW to correctly infer the structure of interconnections among n coupled oscillators, it is necessary for them to have achieved phase-locking as defined below. Definition 1. Denoting with θ i (t), i = 1, ..., n, the phase of the i-th oscillator in the network at time t, and with r and ψ the order parameters defined as: r(t)e jψ(t) := 1 n n i=1 e jθi(t) ,
we say that phase-locking is achieved when
where c v , σ and η are coefficient of variation, standard deviation and mean over time of ψ(t) ∀t ≥t, respectively, and χ > 0 represents a certain upper bound.
As ψ represents the average angular velocity of all the oscillators, the previous condition guarantees that all their phase differences are bounded ∀ t ≥t.
Algorithm to select thresholds ν and µ
The use of two filtering thresholds 0 ≤ ν < 1 and 0 ≤ µ ≤ ν is instrumental for REDRAW to correctly infer network topologies from time series data: the former is used when applying Data Processing Inequality ( Step 5 in the main text), the latter when removing some of the inferred links ( Step 6 in the main text). The choice of such thresholds can be crucial, hence it is necessary to provide an a-priori criterion according to which acceptable values can be selected for them. Here we propose an algorithm to efficiently select the values of ν and µ according to the number of nodes n in the network being studied (Fig. S1 ).
Specifically, we suppose that a data-set is available for N different network configurations (assumed to be known) of n oscillators reaching phase-locking, where n also corresponds to the size of the unknown topology of interest. For each of the N configurations, we assume K experiments are available, each of duration T . For each experiment, time-series for all the nodes are available. The following steps can be employed to select the values of the thresholds when only number of nodes and experimental data are available for a network of interest.
Step 1. Consider a two-dimensional grid made up of R points individuated by R respective pairs (ν, µ).
Each of the N test-topologies is reconstructed by REDRAW for all the R threshold couples (ν, µ) such that 0 ≤ µ ≤ ν < 1. As a result, RN topologies are inferred.
Step 2. For each of the RN reconstructed topologies, four standard metrics are computed. Specifically, the parameter ρ ij inferred ∀i, j through REDRAW is said to be a: True Positive (TP), if ρ ij > 0 and a ij > 0; False Positive (FP), if ρ ij > 0 and a ij = 0; True Negative (TN), if ρ ij = 0 and a ij = 0; False Negative (FN), if ρ ij = 0 and a ij > 0, where a ij is the corresponding value in the topology originally assigned. Denoting with N T P , N F P , N T N , N F N and N T OT := n(n − 1) the total number of true positives, false positives, true negatives, false negatives and possible links among all the nodes in the network, respectively, the performance metrics employed here are:
Step 3. For each metric, acceptable bounds are defined according to the level of accuracy of the reconstruction that is desired. We term these bounds P P V * , ACC * , T P R * and F P R * . Averages of the RN values for each of the four metrics are computed across the N different structures. Thresholds ν and µ (i.e., the final output of the algorithm) are then selected so that the following conditions are simultaneously verified:
where E[M ] denotes the average value of metric M . Figure S1 : Algorithm to select acceptable threshold values for ν and µ.
Step 1 : N known test-topologies are reconstructed by REDRAW for R possible combinations of threshold couples (ν, µ).
Step 2 : for each of the RN reconstructed topologies, four standard metrics are evaluated.
Step 3 : averages of the RN values for each of the four metrics are evaluated across the N different structures, and thresholds ν and µ are selected so that four bound conditions are simultaneously verified. The thresholds thus obtained can then be selected to reconstruct an unknown topology of interest.
In our work we consider a network of n nonuniform Kuramoto oscillators [Eq.(6) in the main text] and take the following choices:
• We set χ = 35%,t = 20s, T = 30s, R = 5050 (corresponding to sampling ν and µ in the interval [0,0.99] each with a step-size of 0.01), N = 100, K = 10, a ij = 1, 0 according to whether node i is influenced by node j (there exists a link going from node j to node i) or not, respectively, φ = π 4
and c so that phase-locking could be achieved. For each node, experiment and test-topology, the natural frequencies ω i are randomly drawn from the standard uniform distribution on the interval [1, 2] rad s −1 , and so are the initial conditions θ i (0) from the interval [−π, π].
• We employ directed random graphs as test-topologies. Specifically, the Erdös-Rényi G(n, p) model is used, where the probability p of a link connecting any two nodes in the network is independent on that of the others. We set such probability to p = ln n 2n , which is likely to provide weakly connected graphs (their undirected version is connected).
• As the main goal is that of providing acceptable ranges within which ν and µ should take values for inferring unknown networks rather than known test-topologies, the metrics bounds for reconstruction of the latter need not be strict and can be chosen to be flexible. In particular, we set such bounds to PPV * =TPR * = 40%, ACC * = 70% and FPR * = 30%.
In what follows we illustrate the algorithm by using a collection of representative data-sets obtained by simulating N = 100 directed random graphs. We repeat the application of the algorithm to networks of different sizes to illustrate the effects of varying the number of nodes n in the network.
Test-topologies in Step 1
The second eigenvalue λ 2 (L) of the Laplacian matrix of the undirected version of the test-topologies, together with the respective coefficient of variation c v obtained in the simulations, are detailed in Table  S1 . Table S1 : Values of λ 2 (L) and c v averaged over the N = 100 directed random graphs (following the Erdös-Rényi model) employed as known test-topologies. For both measures, their value is represented for increasing number of nodes n, respectively. 
Output of
Step 3 : acceptable values for thresholds ν and µ
The output of Step 3 consists in acceptable ranges within which ν and µ should take values when reconstructing an unknown topology. Lighter regions refer to subsets in the range of choice for the threshold guaranteeing better values of the performance metrics (Fig. S3) . Ideally, ν and µ should be chosen such that they individuate a point belonging to a white region, where the bounds conditions in Eq. (S3) are all simultaneously satisfied. Note how, as the number of nodes n increases, the area of admissible regions where the conditions in Eq. (S3) are all simultaneously satisfied shrinks (Fig. S3) . However, this does not imply that REDRAW will not work when inferring unknown networks of n ≥ 30 nodes (see TABLE I in the main text, where a network of n = 48 nodes is reconstructed). Indeed, the white regions are only meant to provide some guidelines in the selection of the threshold values ν and µ, and are in-silico estimated by assuming that the network of interest has a random configuration according to the Erdös-Rényi model, which does not necessarily correspond to the unknown topology to infer. Even though white regions are not found for large random graphs, a sensible choice when inferring an unknown topology would be that of selecting threshold values within the best possible region available (e.g., the light grey ones). This of course would mean to accept a less precise reconstruction but could still lead to acceptable reconstructions for generic networks. Alternatively, it would be possible to recompute the regions in the threshold parameter space after relaxing the bounds conditions given in Eq. (S3), or repeat the algorithm for different known test-topologies.
As an illustrative case of the results obtained for different test topologies, we applied the algorithm to reconstruct networks generated using Barabási-Albert method (Fig. S4) . Note how, similarly to what observed in Fig. S3 , the area of admissible regions where the conditions in Eq. (S3) are all simultaneously satisfied shrinks as the number of nodes n increases, though with a smaller rate when n ≥ 15. In addition, white regions are always found even for larger networks [n = 50, Fig. S4(h) ]. 
Values of the metrics for different numbers of experiments
The four standard metrics are quantified in the main text for K = 50. In Fig. S5 we show their values as a function of the number of experiments K employed to numerically generate the data-set. It is possible to appreciate how, for all the considered topologies, possible fluctuations of the metrics, due to the fact that each experiment is run with random values for both initial conditions and parameters of the nodes, are negligible when K ≥ 50. For the sake of simplicity we do not show the value of the metrics for the 4-node topologies considered in the main text: indeed, for these topologies the values of the metrics do not vary as the number of experiments K increases (P P V = ACC = T P R = 100%, F P R = 0%).
4 Reconstructing networks of n = 4 and n = 17 nodes 4.1 Inference of a network topology over time: n = 4
The evolution over time of the reconstructed network with topology represented in Fig. 3(c) of the main text was inferred over time windows of length ∆T l = ∆T = 0.5s, and is shown here in Fig. S6 . Notably, none of the nodes are connected before t = 0.5s, and then the stronger connection between nodes 1 and 2 is inferred before the others (the reconstructed topology does not change after t = 3s). 
Geometric and Ravasz-Barabási graphs: n = 17
We tested REDRAW on a network of n = 17 nodes. Natural frequencies ω i of the oscillators were randomly drawn from the standard uniform distribution on the interval [1, 2] rad s −1 , and so were the initial conditions θ i (0) from the interval [−π, π], i = 1, . . . , 17. The model parameters were set to c = 40 and φ = π 4 so that phase-locking could be achieved. The structures being considered were obtained by interconnecting four sub-networks with the structure represented in Fig. 3(d) of the main text, either through a central hub in a geometric graph configuration shown here in Fig. S7(a) , or as the Ravasz-Barabási graph shown here in Fig. S7(b) , respectively. For each topology, a synthetic dataset of K = 50 experiments of duration T = 30s was obtained assuming the structure of the network to be unknown.
The directionality of the geometric graph represented in Fig. S7(a) is correctly inferred for all its edges [ Fig. S7(c)] , with the only exception of a missing link from node 13 to node 17, replaced in the reconstructed topology by a link from node 13 to node 7. Although in the assigned topology the values a ij of the edges within each sub-topology are lower than those connecting them to the central hub, the opposite result is found for ρ ij in the inferred topology. This is a result of the model used to test our algorithm [Eq. (6) of the main text]. Indeed, according to the assigned interactions, oscillators reach synchronization within each corresponding sub-group of four nodes (given the higher number of connections), hence exhibit greater phase mismatch with respect to the central hub.
Similar observations can be made for the Ravasz-Barabási network represented in Fig. S7(b) . The directionality is correctly inferred for all the edges belonging to each of the four sub-topologies, and for 12 out of the 16 edges connecting them to the central hub [ Fig. S7(d) ]. However, despite the values of a ij in each sub-topology being lower than those related to the links connected to the central hub, the opposite result is found for ρ ij in the inferred topology. Again, this is due to the fact that, according to model employed and assigned topology, the central hub is unavoidably influenced by all the nodes in the network, hence its phase mismatch is minimized only with respect to an average value of the phases of all the other nodes.
Quantitative details on the reconstruction of such topologies are summarized in Table S2 .
Figure S7: Assigned and inferred topologies, n = 17. The geometric graph (a) and the Ravasz-Barabási network (b) on the left-hand side represent the topologies used in the numerical simulations to generate the data-set then employed to obtain the inferred ones, respectively depicted on the right-hand side (c,d). Different scales of gray quantify the numerical value of a ij for the assigned topologies, and ρ ij estimated by REDRAW for the inferred ones. 
Effects of noise and uncertainty
We here explore the effects that noise and uncertainty on the phases measured from Eq. (6) in the main text have on the four performance metrics. Specifically, assume that: θ i (t) = θ i (t) + z i (t), i = 1, 2, ..., n
where z i is an additive Gaussian noise term, acting at any time instant t on the phase measured from the ith agent, characterized by null mean and standard deviation σ z ∈ [0, π 3 ]. In Fig. S8 we show the values of the performance metrics as a function of σ z . It is possible to appreciate how, for all the considered topologies, ACC and FPR are not as sensitive to the noise as PPV and TPR. Specifically, PPV and TPR start to be significantly influenced by the noise for values of its standard deviation greater than 
